WWII Recreated Rules for Reenactors
1. Generally the era of WWII portrayed at the event is summer 1944, east or west front depending
on your impression.
2. Any live ammunition (that mean with projectile) cannot be brought to the event.
3. Campfires must be controlled. Please remove sod and replace when you leave.
4. Test firing is available on the battlefield before or after the public hours. Please call, “Fire in the
HOLE.”
5. Drunk and disorderly conduct will get you a swift boot out of the event.
6. Foxholes are encouraged on the battlefield. Please see the battle coordinator for placement.
7. No wandering the forests during public hours. We do not have time to follow your bread crumb
trail to find you. Be careful the Rock River is very close by with some very sheer cliffs.
8. Please do not park in the spectator parking close to the German camps. Unload and go park in
the proper area. Your legs are not broken.
9. If you are interested in unit training like going out on patrols after public hours just ask. It
should not be a problem but we want to know what you are doing in case of emergency.
10. You must carry your FOID if you are from IL.
11. Minors may not participate with firearms in the battles. Only age 16-17 may be part of MG
crews or carry non-working weapons like bazookas, panzerfaust, etc that we know do not fire a
projectile. Medics and radioman are best options for minors. They may not carry dummy or
airsoft weapons because it is difficult to tell them from actual weapons. If you are under age 16
you cannot participate in battles per WWII HRS rules and insurance. Not to mention IL firearm
laws. Please review them before you come to the event.
12. Please police up your area when you leave.
13. We retain the right to ask jerks to leave. And we have. No joke.
14. No jeep rides for $5 or any amount.
15. We retain the right to ask for ID to prove your age.
16. If you are not part of a unit and would like to participate please contact the event staff. We can
give you some units to contact.
17. See the WWII HRS Safety and Authenticity rules for further explanations and rules not stated
here.

